Multiple meanings

Here is a word that has at least three meanings.

**wave** means:
- a gesture to sway
- a moving ridge of water

Find one word, or homograph, to fit the three meanings in each group.

**Remember:** A homograph is a word with the same spelling as another word but with a different meaning.

opposite of left
correct
a true claim .................................................................

without a pattern
a flat piece of land
easily understood .............................................................

a small sticker on a letter
a mark
to bring down your foot hard ..................................................

a group with members
a caveman’s weapon
a type of playing card ..........................................................

part of a dress that trails along
to teach
a form of transport .............................................................

a long-legged bird
to stretch to see
a lifting machine .............................................................

a game ending in a tie
to make pictures
to attract .............................................................

a tool for opening doors
a list of map symbols
a scale of musical notes ..........................................................
Multiple meanings

Here is a word that has at least three **meanings**.

wave means:
- a gesture
- to sway
- a moving ridge of water

Find one word, or **homograph**, to fit the three **meanings** in each group.

**Remember**: A **homograph** is a word with the same **spelling** as another word but with a different meaning.

- opposite of left
- correct
- a true claim
- without a pattern
- a flat piece of land
- easily understood
- a small sticker on a letter
- a mark
- to bring down your foot hard
- a group with members
- a caveman’s weapon
- a type of playing card
- part of a dress that trails along
- to teach
- a form of transport
- a long-legged bird
- to stretch to see
- a lifting machine
- a game ending in a tie
- to make pictures
- to attract
- a tool for opening doors
- a list of map symbols
- a scale of musical notes

You may need to explain further the difference between homographs and homophones. Homographs share the same spelling but have different meanings; homophones share the same sound but have different meanings.